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Abstract

This issue of Library Technology Reports (vol. 55, no. 
7), “Protecting Privacy on Library Websites: Critical 
Technologies and Implementation Trends,” explores 
the issues and technologies needed to deploy a library 
website with adequate protections for the privacy of 
those who visit. Without the implementation of stan-
dard encryption components, the online information-
seeking activities of website visitors are vulnerable 
to exposure. Even when a site is properly encrypted, 
privacy can be circumvented through tracking agents 
placed on the site for analytics or advertising. Follow-
ing discussion of the technical issues with implica-
tions for user privacy, this report includes the results 
of a broad study of the state of practice for these pri-
vacy-related technologies among public and academic 
libraries in the United States. This study reveals great 
progress among these libraries in the strengthening 
of privacy on their websites, though substantial gaps 
remain.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

L ibraries regard the protection of the confidential-
ity and privacy of those who make use of their 
content and services as a core value. Yet librar-

ies today face many obstacles in achieving optimal 
privacy and security in the implementation of their 
websites and other aspects of their technical infra-
structure. Financial resources and technical expertise 
to implement the latest technologies for computer and 
network security may not always be available. While 
some libraries have deployed state-of-the-art systems, 
others struggle to gain access to even the most basic 
technologies.

The challenges are not all related to availability 
of resources. Libraries must also deal with the ten-
sions, if not direct contradictions, between protecting 
privacy and their interest in providing services that 
meet the expectations of their patrons. In the context 
of the overarching concern to protect the privacy of 
their patrons, libraries also desire to implement tools 
and technologies that provide more personalized ser-
vices and that might provide opportunities for better 
engagement with their patrons. The boundaries are 
not necessarily clear between the values of protecting 
privacy and the tools and technologies available for 
personalized services.

The commercial web today works on a business 
model of sales and advertising based on aggressive 
collection and sharing of personal data. The basic 
fabric of commercial technology, including the infra-
structure of the web and in-person retail environ-
ments, has been honed to capture as much personal 
data as possible. This data powers a global advertising 
ecosystem designed to strengthen commercial sales 
through ever more finely targeted placement of ads. 
Libraries, in contrast, embrace a model of providing 
services based on privacy and confidentiality. For 
libraries to implement websites and other technolo-
gies that reflect their values of privacy in the context 
of a global infrastructure optimized for commerce 
and advertising invariably involves difficult choices 
and some compromise. While libraries may not be 
able to entirely isolate their web-based services from 

commercial technologies, they can implement mea-
sures that limit exposure and that meet their expecta-
tions for protection of privacy.

This issue of Library Technology Reports explores 
these issues and the technologies needed to deploy 
a library website with adequate protections for the 
privacy of those who visit. Without the implementa-
tion of standard encryption components, the online 
information-seeking activities of website visitors are 
vulnerable to exposure. Even when a site is properly 
encrypted, privacy can be circumvented through 
tracking agents placed on the site for analytics or 
advertising. In some cases, tracking mechanisms 
may be included inadvertently, such as when they 
are brought in through components used for desired 
features. Following discussion of the technical issues 
with implications for user privacy, this report includes 
the results of a broad study of the state of practice 
for these privacy-related technologies among pub-
lic and academic libraries in the United States. This 
study reveals great progress among these libraries in 
the strengthening of privacy on their websites, though 
substantial gaps remain.

Libraries Value Privacy

This report is based on the fundamental concept that 
the values of the profession mandate that libraries 
implement technology systems able to respect confi-
dentiality and protect privacy. The American Library 
Association provides a clear statement of the respon-
sibilities of libraries related to this important topic 
in a document that was adopted by the ALA Council 
initially in 2002 and subsequently updated in 2014 
and 2019. The following excerpts reinforce the aspects 
of privacy central to this issue of Library Technology 
Reports:

The library profession has a long-standing ethic of 
facilitating, not monitoring, access to information. 
Libraries implement this commitment through 

http://alatechsource.org
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the adoption of and adherence to library privacy 
policies that are consistent with applicable fed-
eral, state, local, and where appropriate, interna-
tional law. It is essential that libraries maintain 
an updated, publicly available privacy policy that 
states what data is being collected, with whom it 
is shared, and how long it is kept. Everyone who 
provides governance, administration, or service 
in libraries, including volunteers, has a respon-
sibility to maintain an environment respectful 
and protective of the privacy of all users. It is the 
library’s responsibility to provide ongoing privacy 
education and training to library workers, gov-
erning bodies, and users in order to fulfill this 
responsibility.

. . .

The American Library Association affirms 
that rights of privacy are necessary for intellectual 
freedom and are fundamental to the ethical prac-
tice of librarianship. The rapid pace of informa-
tion collection and changes in technology means 
that users’ personally identifiable information and 
library-use data are at increased risk of exposure. 
The use of new technologies in libraries that rely 
on the collection, use, sharing, monitoring and/or 
tracking of user data may come into direct con-
flict with the Library Bill of Rights and librarians’ 
ethical responsibilities. Libraries should consider 
privacy in the design and delivery of all programs 
and services, paying careful attention to their own 
policies and procedures and that of any vendors 
with whom they work. Privacy is the founda-
tion upon which our libraries were built and the 
reason libraries are such a trusted part of every 
community.1

Libraries provide access to information both 
through their physical facilities and through their 
websites. Within their physical premises, libraries 
take great care to ensure that information about the 
resources and services accessed by a patron remains 
private and is not shared with other individuals or 
organizations. The integrated library systems used 
to manage the lending of materials are configured to 
maximize patron privacy. While it is necessary to main-
tain a link between bibliographic records and patron 
records when an item is borrowed, extensive measures 
are taken to ensure the privacy of the transaction. 
While the loan is active, the connection between the 
item and patron data is needed to support operational 
tasks such as sending notices when the item is past 
its loan period. But once the item has been returned, 
libraries routinely remove all traces of the transaction 
from the systems involved. It is common for libraries to 
retain only anonymized data for concluded circulation 

transactions so that no records are available that 
reveal what items any given patron has borrowed 
or consulted. Log files that may otherwise hold data 
related to these transactions are likewise scrubbed or 
anonymized. Even during the interval of an active loan 
transaction, precautions are implemented to ensure 
that only specifically authorized personnel are able to 
view patron data, including the items on loan.

The removal of data describing completed loan 
transactions is only one example of the measures 
libraries take to ensure that no traces remain regard-
ing the specific resources that patrons may have 
accessed. When asked for information regarding 
the resources any given patron may have accessed, 
even by law enforcement agencies, libraries want to 
be able to truthfully respond that the information is 
not available. Even in the event of a security breach, 
there should be the least possible personally iden-
tifiable information or data regarding information 
access. This approach toward the privacy of access to 
resources enables patrons to use information provided 
by the library without fear of judgement or reprisals.

Privacy versus Personalized Services

These measures taken to protect privacy can be seen 
as a constraint on the ability of the library to engage 
in personalized services or to enable social features. 
Removing data related to completed loan transac-
tions, for example, eliminates the ability of patrons 
to view items they have previously borrowed, a fea-
ture most persons would expect to be available. Any 
e-commerce site would track all previous purchases 
and use data collected on items bought or viewed to 
present recommendations. These environments would 
also use data from other customers to inform recom-
mendations: “Others who purchased this item also 
purchased these.”

To support these kinds of personalized services, 
recommendations, and social sharing features, many 
libraries enable the collection of the associated person-
alized data. This collection of personalized data would 
usually be enabled through specific patron consent. 
Patrons would have the ability to opt in to retention 
of data on items borrowed or other types of interac-
tions in order to receive enhanced personalized ser-
vices. Whether opt-in or opt-out options are selected 
by default would be determined by library policy, 
reflected in the organization’s stated privacy policies.

Protection of Online Information-
Seeking Activities

Libraries use their websites to provide information 
regarding their facilities and services and as portals 

http://alatechsource.org
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through which their patrons can explore informa-
tion resources. Libraries provide extensive collections 
of electronic resources and other digital content for 
access to the general public and to their websites. A 
typical interaction includes a patron typing a topic 
of interest into a search box, viewing results, mak-
ing selections, and viewing or downloading content. 
These transactions include data regarding the topics 
of interest and items accessed by a given individual 
at a specific time. Even when the patron accessing the 
information isn’t signed into a library account, techni-
cal information from the network and browser may 
identify, or at least imply, a specific individual.

Patron use of a library website involves data at 
least as sensitive as data related to physical items bor-
rowed. For many—probably most—libraries, the quan-
tity of information accessed by patrons through the 
website exceeds loans of physical materials. Achiev-
ing the same level of privacy for information access 
by library patrons through the website as for transac-
tions representing physical loans requires attention to 
some technical details relating to the library’s website 
and any related systems or services. Privacy for web-
based transactions requires that no one can listen in 

on the network in a way that reveals patron informa-
tion-seeking activities and that the data related to the 
transaction not be shared with other individuals or 
organizations.

This report explores issues relating to the pri-
vacy and security of data that represents the online 
information-seeking activities of individuals through 
a library website. For the purposes of this report, 
the term library patron means any person who uses 
library resources, including the general public. The 
report focuses on the technical and functional char-
acteristics of the main library website. Online cata-
logs, discovery services, and the extensive portfolio of 
information resources that may be accessed through 
a library website are all subject to the same concerns 
but are not directly addressed in this study.

Note
1.  American Library Association, Privacy: An Interpreta-

tion of the Library Bill of Rights, (Chicago: American 
Library Association, 2002, amended 2014 and 2019), 
http://www.ala.org/advocacy/intfreedom/librarybill 
/interpretations/privacy.

http://alatechsource.org
http://www.ala.org/advocacy/intfreedom/librarybill/interpretations/privacy
http://www.ala.org/advocacy/intfreedom/librarybill/interpretations/privacy
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Need for Encryption of Websites

To be consistent with library privacy policies and val-
ues, the interactions of how persons use library-pro-
vided resources must be protected from access by any 
third party. When communication takes place over 
a network, especially the internet, it is possible for 
unknown parties to intercept the data. Interception 
or eavesdropping can take place on wireless or wired 
networks and can be opportunistic, targeted, or wide-
spread. Tools for intercepting communications on local 
networks are readily available and inexpensive. More 
sophisticated surveillance equipment may be inserted 
into internet infrastructure to gain more widespread 
access. This vulnerability to capture of network com-
munications is well known and addressed through 
well-established encryption techniques. Encryption 
of web traffic, implemented through the HTTPS pro-
tocol, ensures that the contents of the transmission 
cannot be viewed even if the communication stream 
is captured.

Given the possibilities for interception and eaves-
dropping, it must be assumed today that any infor-
mation transmitted on the web can be captured. The 
contents of captured communications can be easily 
accessed when they are transmitted without addi-
tional protection. Only with strong encryption tech-
nologies can information transmitted across networks 
be considered private. Encryption does not prevent 
others from intercepting communications, but it 
ensures that no one other than the sender and receiver 
can view the contents and that the contents have not 
been altered.

The “Policy to Require Secure Connections across 
Federal Websites and Web” issued by the Chief Infor-
mation Officer of the Office of Management and 

Budget of the US federal government mandates the 
use of HTTPS on government websites and provides a 
concise summary of the dangers of using HTTP: “The 
American people expect government websites to be 
secure and their interactions with those websites to be 
private.” And later: “The unencrypted HTTP protocol 
does not protect data from interception or alteration, 
which can subject users to eavesdropping, tracking, 
and the modification of received data. The majority of 
Federal websites use HTTP as the as primary protocol 
to communicate over the public internet. Unencrypted 
HTTP connections create a privacy vulnerability and 
expose potentially sensitive information about users 
of unencrypted Federal websites and services. Data 
sent over HTTP is susceptible to interception, manip-
ulation, and impersonation. This data can include 
browser identity, website content, search terms, and 
other user-submitted information.”1

HTTPS for Identity Validation

The use of HTTPS also confirms the identity of the 
website. It is essential that visitors be able to con-
firm that any website is legitimate and is not being 
spoofed. The digital certificates used to encrypt the 
transmission from the site also include authoritative 
information on the organization to which the cer-
tificate was issued. Digital certificates are issued by 
trusted certificate authorities that validate the owner-
ship of the certificate. To establish a secure connec-
tion, a valid certificate must be installed in the web 
server, and the ownership embedded in the certificate 
must match its domain. Any mismatch will produce 
an error and the page will not be secured. Visitors 
to the website can inspect the certificate used for an 

Chapter 2

Key Technologies with 
Implications for Privacy
Encryption, Analytics, and Advertising 
Tracking

http://alatechsource.org
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HTTPS site to confirm that the site belongs to the 
expected organization.

Low Threshold of Difficulty and 
Expense

The means to protect communications on the web 
are readily available and inexpensive. Any reason-
ably current web server software can be configured to 
encrypt the content it publishes. Once the website has 
been configured to deliver pages with HTTPS instead 
of HTTP, it uses a suite of protocols for encryption 
technologies, including TLS or Transport Layer Secu-
rity, that cannot be decrypted while the data traverses 
the internet.

In order to enable HTTPS on a web server, the 
organization must obtain a digital certificate. These 
certificates are issued through a “certificate author-
ity” and come in different categories. These certifi-
cates differ in the level of validation performed for the 
organization and its right to use the domain:

• Extended validation: The certificate confirms 
the organization’s exclusive right to use the 
domain and performs an extensive review of the 
organization details relative to official business 
records. Sites with this type of certificate will 
present the name of the organization in the URL 
bar of most browsers along with the indicator that 
the site is encrypted using HTTPS.

• Organization validated: The certificate author-
ity confirms the organization’s right to use the 
domain. If properly validated, the organization’s 
name will be shown when the user views the 
details of the certificate in the browser. For sites 
with this type of certificate, the URL bar of the 
browser indicates that the site is encrypted using 
HTTPS.

• Domain validated: The certificate authority con-
firms the organization’s right to use the domain 
but does not require extensive documentation 
regarding the organization. For sites with this 
type of certificate, the URL bar of the browser 
indicates that the site is encrypted using HTTPS.

Certificate authorities will charge higher fees for 
certificates requiring more extensive organizational 
vetting and validation. These costs currently are about 
$25 per year for domain validated certificates; $75 for 
organization validated; and $400 per year for extended 
validation. Wild card certificates that support multiple 
subdomains will also involve additional fees.2 

The nonprofit initiative Let’s Encrypt provides free 
digital certificates to any organization. Let’s Encrypt 
has developed a method to automatically install, con-
figure, and renew certificates with minimum expertise 

or effort. While these certificates enable encryption, 
they do not provide the higher level of organizational 
validation available through traditional certificates.

Let’s Encrypt
https://letsencrypt.org

Another category of certificates are those issued 
by the organization itself and not through a certificate 
authority. These self-signed certificates can be used 
for basic encryption, but do not provide any assurance 
that the website is legitimate. These certificates are 
typically used for testing and will trigger a warning 
on most web browsers.

Sites without a digital certificate cannot encrypt 
pages with HTTPS and will be limited to the HTTP 
protocol, which delivers pages as viewable text. Again, 
this option does not meet the basic requirement for 
privacy for a library website.

Advancing to HTTPS Everywhere

The web has been in the process of transition from its 
initial deployment based on HTTP to universal imple-
mentation of HTTPS for more than a decade. In the 
earlier phases of the web, the HTTPS protocol was 
available, but its use was targeted to specific tasks 
involving sensitive information, such as the entry of 
credit card numbers or passwords. At that time, the 
process of setting up HTTPS on web servers was more 
complex and the additional computations needed for 
encryption were substantial. With current web server 
hardware and software, the overhead for implement-
ing HTTPS is negligible. Today it is expected that all 
web traffic should be carried with HTTPS encryption. 
All major commercial destinations and social net-
works have switched entirely to HTTPS.

Google has played a major role in the transition 
to HTTPS. Given its dominance in search, web brows-
ers, and general web services and infrastructure, its 
policies and practices have a massive impact on the 
broader sphere. Google Chrome, for example, cur-
rently has 63.3 percent of the market share for web 
browsers, with Firefox a distant second at 9.5 percent.3

Google has been exerting increasing pressure 
to entice websites to make the switch to HTTPS. 
This pressure comes in the form of warnings issued 
through its Chrome web browser and through its 
ranking of search results. All web browsers present 
some type of indicator when a site has implemented 
HTTPS. From the earliest phase of the web, users have 
been aware that they must check for this positive indi-
cator of encryption before entering credit card infor-
mation, passwords, or other sensitive information. 

http://alatechsource.org
https://letsencrypt.org
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Pages not encrypted were given a neutral status indi-
cator. Following a generous period of advance notice, 
Google changed its neutral treatment of non-HTTPS 
sites to a conspicuous negative indicator. Beginning 
in July 2018, web pages not encrypted with HTTPS 
via a valid digital certificate have been flagged as not 
secure (figure 2.1). Clicking on the information indi-
cator presents this text: “Your connection to this site 
is not secure. You should not enter any sensitive infor-
mation on this site (for example, passwords or credit 
cards) because it could be stolen by attackers.”

Figure 2.1. Example of Google Chrome unsecure warning

This treatment contrasts with that given pages 
using HTTPS (figure 2.2). Clicking on the lock icon 
brings up this text: “Connection is secure. Your infor-
mation (for example, passwords or credit card num-
bers) is private when it is sent to this site.”

Figure 2.2. Example of secure website on Google Chrome

Meeting the HTTPS Deadline

This date of July 2018 was generally regarded as a 
deadline by which responsible organizations had to 
implement HTTPS or face the repercussions of their 
content being flagged as unsecure.4 As demonstrated 
by the data collected in support of this report, most 
of the public and academic libraries in the United 
States have met this deadline, though a substantial 
portion remain not in compliance with this essential 
requirement.

Scott Helme, an internet security researcher, pro-
vides useful information demonstrating the progress 
made in the transition to HTTPS on the general web. 
Data describing the use of HTTPS by the top one mil-
lion websites as tracked by the Alexa Internet service 
shows a steady climb from 6.71 percent in August 
2015 to 58.44 percent in February 2019.5 The data 
in this report related to the transition to HTTPS in 
libraries is roughly on track with the broader web 
trend seen in the Alexa statistics.

Alexa
https://www.alexa.com/

HTTPS and Only HTTPS

In addition to implementing HTTPS, it is also impor-
tant to implement mechanisms to ensure that site visi-
tors are not intentionally or accidentally directed to 
an unsecure version. Websites should be configured 
to always direct users to the secure version using 
HTTPS, even if they come to the site with a link coded 
with HTTP. The website should automatically redirect 
HTTP to HTTPS, providing protection even if the user 
types in http:// or comes in through an outdated ver-
sion of the URL. The “HTTP Strict Transport Secu-
rity (HSTS)” standard describes a protocol that can 
be implemented in web servers to implement compre-
hensive use of HTTPS.6

Even if a website has been configured to enable 
HTTPS, if it allows its pages to be accessed via HTTP, 
it should be considered vulnerable from the perspec-
tive of user privacy. In addition to gathering data on 
the number of websites for public and academic librar-
ies implementing HTTPS, this report also assesses 
whether these sites implement the expected redirec-
tion behavior to ensure that HTTPS is always used.

Challenges in Implementing HTTPS

Even with the low threshold for the technical imple-
mentation, a number of challenges can hinder an orga-
nization from making the transition to HTTPS. These 
challenges often relate to dependencies on external 
resources that do not support HTTPS. In order to be 
validated as secure, the page, as well as any links or 
embedded content, including images, style sheets, and 
JavaScript libraries, must be delivered via HTTPS. All 
links to external web pages and services must also 
be HTTPS. If any HTTP links or content is detected, 
browsers will issue a conspicuous error message warn-
ing of unsecure content mixed into the page.

In the library context, avoiding these mixed con-
tent errors means that the library catalog, discovery 
services, and all information resources linked to from 
the site must be available via HTTPS links. If any of 
these vendors cannot conform to this requirement, 
the library may have to delay its own implementation 
of HTTPS. Since libraries’ websites often exist to pro-
vide access to information resources to their patrons, 
ensuring comprehensive use of HTTPS throughout 
their portfolio of database and content products can 
be an extensive process. The switch to HTTPS on the 
library’s main website may also need to be coordi-
nated with similar changes to the online catalog, insti-
tutional repositories, blogs, or other local resources.

Some libraries may also opt to make the transition 
to HTTPS as part of a redesign of the library’s website 
or a move to a new hardware or software platform. 
When part of a larger project, the implementation of 

http://alatechsource.org
https://www.alexa.com/
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HTTPS may take longer than if it were an isolated 
task.

Libraries may also be limited by the technologies 
implemented by their parent institution. If the library 
web presence operates within the website of a univer-
sity or local government, it may not have the means 
to make this change independently. For some librar-
ies, working with the institutional infrastructure may 
mean a quicker adoption of more secure technologies.

Mandate for Libraries

Libraries have generally lagged behind the commer-
cial sphere in the transition from HTTP to HTTPS. 
Despite the values-driven necessity of providing a 
secure and private environment for accessing library 
content and services, some libraries may not be well 
informed regarding these vulnerabilities or may lack 
the technical expertise or the personnel resources to 
implement these needed changes.

Not implementing HTTPS places libraries in an 
unfortunate position of their websites being flagged 
as not private or secure, despite their role in pro-
viding access to trusted and vetted resources. Sites 
implementing HTTPS will receive no such warnings, 
regardless of the nature of the content they publish. 
Although technical security and privacy configura-
tions and the quality of content curated are entirely 
distinct issues, these distinctions may not be well 
understood by all persons. The reputation of a library 
can therefore be diminished if it does not attend to 
these critical technical details.

Analytics and Advertising Networks

Privacy concerns extend beyond configuring a server 
to correctly implement HTTPS encryption. Although 
the content of pages delivered through HTTPS can-
not be viewed or altered, many other practices can 
compromise privacy. Even on encrypted pages, site 
managers can compromise the privacy of their users 
by including scripts or widgets that provide data to 
external entities. These tracking mechanisms may be 
positioned by the providers as innocuous but need to 
be well understood by organizations with heightened 
concerns for privacy such as libraries.

The ALA statement Privacy: An Interpretation of the 
Library Bill of Rights also addresses this topic: “Librar-
ies should not monitor, track, or profile an individual’s 
library use beyond operational needs. Data collected 
for analytical use should be limited to anonymous or 
aggregated data and not tied to individuals’ personal 
data.”7

This report studies two basic categories of track-
ing agents that might be added to library websites. 

Those related to analytics pass information regarding 
the use of the website to an external server, enabling 
website managers to observe patterns of use. The 
other category involves making connection to adver-
tising networks, leaving the possibility for intermin-
gling library sites with a presumption of privacy and 
commercial networks based on extraction and sharing 
of personal data.

Measuring Website Use through 
Analytics Services

Libraries, like other types of organizations, have a 
strong interest in measuring the use of their websites. 
In addition to gaining a general understanding of a 
site’s level of use, an organization can use sophisti-
cated analytics tools to help identify problems on the 
site and to inform improvements in design and func-
tionality. Website analytics tools can take two differ-
ent approaches.

• Server log analysis: One category is based on 
processing the log files produced by web serv-
ers that record each resource requested. This 
approach works without involvement of any exter-
nal resource but may involve a higher level of dif-
ficulty. Log-based analytics require access to the 
internal system resources of the web server, which 
may be difficult in some organizations where 
multiple sites operate through the same server. 
These products also may involve the installation 
and configuration of the analytics software. This 
model of analysis was common during the earlier 
phase of the web but has declined due to the pop-
ularity of Google Analytics. Some organizations 
will use both server log analysis tools and analyt-
ics based on page tagging to get a more complete 
view of the use of their site. Server log tools, for 
example, can capture access by search indexing 
crawlers, which represent a substantial portion of 
server load, though not actual visitor activity.

• Page tagging: The other model relies on sending 
data to an external analytics service as each page 
is accessed. The website manager places a snippet 
of code on each page, usually through a standard 
inclusion component. The analytics tag would be 
included in much the same way as headers, navi-
gation, JavaScript libraries, or style sheets to pro-
vide consistent branding and layout.

One of the topics addressed in this report relates to 
the use of analytics for library websites. The data col-
lected for this library privacy study demonstrates that 
a large percentage of libraries use Google Analytics, a 
free service for measuring use and for optimizing the 
usability of websites. This service relies on websites 

http://alatechsource.org
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transmitting detailed usage data to Google. Libraries 
need to assess whether the use of this service falls 
within what is allowed by professional values and by 
the privacy policies of each library organization. From 
a technology perspective, we can observe that the ser-
vice involves sending data describing patron informa-
tion-seeking activities to a third party, which must be 
trusted to limit the way in which that data is used.

Google Analytics and other services from Google 
are designed to directly or indirectly support the com-
pany’s business interests. Google earns most of its rev-
enue through advertising. According to Statista.com, 
in 2018, Google reported total revenue $136 billion; of 
that, $120 billion came from advertising.8 The basis of 
Google Analytics in the commercial advertising eco-
system warrants careful analysis to ensure that its use 
remains consistent with the library’s privacy policies.

Google Analytics has become the dominant tool 
used for assessing the use of websites. As shown in 
the data collected for this study, it is used by all types 
of organizations, including libraries. Although some 
libraries use other tools for use statistics and analyt-
ics, this report focuses on Google Analytics given its 
widespread use among libraries.

Google Analytics

The implementation of Google Analytics involves two 
tasks, the creation of an administrative account and 
the inclusion of a snippet of JavaScript on each page. 
Each website, or “property,” configured through the 
Google Analytics administrative console is assigned 
a unique identifier, which must be included in the 
JavaScript snippet.

Once Google Analytics is activated, each time 
a page is accessed on the site, information will be 
transmitted to Google’s servers to enable detailed 
analysis and measurement of use patterns. The data 
transferred does not necessarily contain personal 

information about the individuals visiting the web-
site, but it does include detailed information regard-
ing the resources used on the site. In some cases, the 
data could include information regarding the topics 
or specific items searched for or accessed on the site. 
That information can be conveyed on the query string 
of a URL as one of the elements tracked. All resources 
accessed within a session are tied together through a 
unique identifier Google Analytics assigns and records 
in a browser cookie. This identifier is not associated 
with a specific individual through the data collected 
within Google Analytics.

Depending on the circumstances and interpreta-
tion, the IP address of a website visitor can be consid-
ered a personally identifiable data element. The GDPR 
(General Data Protection Regulation) framework of 
the European Union, for example, considers the IP 
address as personal information in some contexts.9 
Depending on the way that IP addresses are assigned, 
there can often be a strong correlation between an IP 
address and a specific device and the individual using 
that device.

Multiple Tracking Code Options

The code snippets that a site manager places on a web 
page to enable Google Analytics have changed over 
time. Each of these options follows the same model of 
page tracking associated with the site’s unique identi-
fier, though with each new version additional features 
have been added.

The initial Google Analytics snippet (figure 2.3), 
generally referred to as the Classic version, was intro-
duced prior to HTML version 5 and supported both 
encrypted and unencrypted transmission of data to 
the Google Analytics servers. Although this version of 
the tracking code continues to work, Google recom-
mends that all new sites be configured with the newer 
Universal analytics code.

Figure 2.3. Original Google Analytics tracking snippet

http://alatechsource.org
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The Universal version of the Google Analyt-
ics tracking snippet uses the analytics.js JavaScript 
library (figure 2.4). This version always encrypts data 
as it is transmitted to the Google Analytics servers and 
includes options for anonymization of IP addresses.

In addition to directly embedding the Google Ana-
lytics code snippet into each page, the organization 
can also use the Google Tag Manager, another free 
tool from Google. This tool can enable other services 
that rely on tracking codes in addition to Google Ana-
lytics. While it is possible for a site to use the Google 
Tag Manager and not use Google Analytics, this prac-
tice is not common. The presence of the Global Site 
Tag tracking code for Google Tag Manager is a very 
strong indicator for the use of Google Analytics for 
pages where the other Google Analytics tracking snip-
pets are not detected (figure 2.5). It is also possible for 
both the Google Tag Manager snippet and one of the 
Google Analytics tracking codes to be present within 
a web page.

If the organization has deployed Google Analytics 
using the Google Tag Manager, it may not be possible 

to detect the presence of the tracking code when 
inspecting the source code for the page. The Google 
support documentation states that only the page 
owner can see the tags activated through the Google 
Tag Manger console (see figure 2.6).10 Browser plug-
ins, such as Ghostery, will be able to detect the use of 
Google Analytics for these sites.

The default tracking code snippet currently pre-
sented through the Google Analytics console takes the 
form of the Global Site Tag rather than the Universal 
Analytics previously recommended.

Because of privacy concerns, Google Analytics 
includes a feature to anonymize IP addresses before 
they are recorded. This anonymization is essentially a 
truncation of the address so that it retains some use-
ful information regarding the general location of the 
user. IP address anonymization can be specified in the 
Google Analytics JavaScript snippet, or it can also be 
configured in the administrative console of the Google 
Tag Manager.11

Google Analytics also includes a feature through 
which specific users can be tracked. This User-ID 

Figure 2.5. Global Site Tag tracking code for Google Tag Manager

Figure 2.4. Universal version of Google Analytics tracking snippet 

http://alatechsource.org
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feature must be specifically configured in the Google 
Analytics Console, including a step agreeing to the 
associated privacy policy. The tracking code of the site 
is also updated to include the unique user identifier 
for the person accessing the page, which could be pro-
vided for those who have logged into the site. Activa-
tion of this feature would be inconsistent with the pri-
vacy policies of most libraries since it not only creates 
nonanonymized records of patron information-seeking 
activities, but also shares that data with Google.

When Google Analytics is used, all data relating 
to website use is transmitted to Google’s servers. That 
data is used for reporting through the organization’s 
Google Analytics account, but it may also be part of 
broader analytics or data mining. The Google Ana-
lytics console offers options regarding how Google 
employees may access the organization’s data (figure 
2.7). Enabling access to either Google’s marketing spe-
cialists or all its sales personnel would seem inconsis-
tent with general library practices regarding the treat-
ment of patron use data.

Google also includes a variety of features in 
Google Analytics that allow an organization to enable 
linking with one or more Google Ads accounts. These 
features are useful to organizations that subscribe 
to Google’s advertising services but would rarely be 
used on a library website, which usually does not offer 
advertising. Enabling these features allows collection 
of additional data and may also trigger collection of 
personally identifying information, such as for site 
visitors who are logged into a Google account. Figures 
2.8 and 2.9 show the selections within the Google 
Analytics console that enable advertising features and 
extended data collection.

Advertising Networks  
and Social Media

The intermingling of library websites with advertis-
ing networks can introduce concerns for privacy. Ana-
lytics services involve transmission of data that may 
contain information-seeking activities of website visi-
tors. Tracking codes and cookies for ad networks and 
social media sites represent a larger concern in regard 
to the privacy of patrons who access library websites. 
These organizations have strong interest in collect-
ing or using information related to personal identity, 
interests, and past online interactions for targeting 
ads. In some cases, the tracking and interactions may 
be anonymized, and in others any current active log-
ins, previously deposited browser cookies, or other 
mechanisms enable personal identification.

ProPublica has done research on the way that 
advertising and social networks track personal data. 
As far back as 2016, ProPublica reported that Google 
no longer separates information that it has about an 
individual through Gmail and other accounts and 
other browser data collected through DoubleClick: 
“The practical result of the change is that the Double-
Click ads that follow people around on the web may 
now be customized to them based on your name and 
other information Google knows about you. It also 
means that Google could now, if it wished to, build a 
complete portrait of a user by name, based on every-
thing they write in email, every website they visit and 
the searches they conduct.”12

Personal information is widely shared in the adver-
tising ecosystem. This sharing of data across organiza-
tions can be easily observed. A search for a product 
on Amazon.com will cause ads for that product or 
similar ones to appear on Facebook and other sites. 
This “retargeting” mechanism is widely used by web 
destinations to show relevant ads based on browser 

Figure 2.6. Explanation from Google Analytics support page.(Source: “Check if a Web Page Uses Analytics,” Google 
Analytics Help, accessed July 24, 2019, https://support.google.com/analytics/answer/1032399?hl=en)

Figure 2.7. Google Analytics options for access to data by its personnel. 

http://alatechsource.org
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history, third-party cookies, and other mechanisms.
The types of data and the mechanisms for sharing 

it among organizations and websites in the advertis-
ing ecosystem are complex and ever-changing. Librar-
ies opting to enable ad-related tracking technologies 
will want to carefully investigate any possible external 
exposure of personal information or browsing history as 
individuals visit their websites and use their resources. 
Any scenario that allows content items searched for or 
viewed on a library website to later appear as ad sug-
gestions on another site would not be consistent with 
library privacy values or most library privacy policies.

The advertising ecosystem continues to evolve 
toward ever more precise targeting capabilities, 
extending deeper into the realm of personally iden-
tifying information. One recent technique, seen with 
Google and Facebook, involves the concept of custom 
audiences. This technique involves the direct linking 
of known user information, such as from an organi-
zation’s customer relationship management system or 
authentication service. In the library context, using 
these types of services would not be consistent with 
privacy protection since it involves sharing library 

patron data in bulk with an external organization:

Recently, data brokers such as Facebook and Google 
have introduced a new feature on their advertising 
interfaces: custom audiences. Instead of creating 
audiences based on user attributes, advertisers 
can now upload personally identifying informa-
tion (PII) about specific users; the platform then 
locates matching accounts and creates an audience 
consisting of only these users. The advertiser can 
then use this audience when placing ads, thereby 
showing their ads only to the specific users whose 
information they uploaded. For example, a small 
business may know the names and addresses of its 
customers; using custom audiences, the business 
can upload this information to Facebook, and then 
target these users with advertising directly. The 
custom audience feature has proven popular with 
advertisers: it allows them to directly select the 
users to whom their ad is shown, as opposed to 
only selecting the attributes of the users.13

In this study, a cursory screening is performed 

Figure 2.9. Data collection for advertising features and remarketing

Figure 2.8. Configuring Google Ads link group

http://alatechsource.org
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to determine which websites may include tracking 
agents related to advertising or social networks. These 
trackers are not easily identified by the source code 
of the websites. A next phase of enhancements to the 
parsing scripts is planned that can more accurately 
identify these trackers.
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The Current State of Practice

This section describes an ongoing study to track 
the progress of libraries in the implementation 
of technologies with implications for privacy and 

security. This study aims to show trends among the 
body of libraries considered and to help individual 
libraries become more aware of enhancements needed 
to their websites to provide better safeguards for pri-
vacy and security.

The concerns related to security and privacy 
issues have been widely disseminated in recent years. 
The level of compliance with at least nominal levels 
of conformance in library websites has widespread 
implications for library users. Increased implemen-
tation of encryption via HTTPS and the reduction of 
advertising trackers will provide increased protection 
for the private information and online behavior of 
library patrons as well as improve the reputation of 
libraries.

A longitudinal study has been underway since 
early 2018 to measure the implementation of security 
and privacy measures for public and academic librar-
ies in the United States. This study takes advantage 
of data in the Libraries.org directory of libraries and 
automated procedures to capture the characteristics 
of library websites relating to privacy and security.

Methodology

This study centers on the technical characteristics of 
library websites in order to identify trends related to 
privacy and security. The methodology for the study 
involves automated inspection of library websites via 
the URLs recorded in the Libraries.org library direc-
tory. Only the main URL of each library organization 
is considered. Although the technical details of online 
catalogs, discovery services, repositories, and exter-
nal information products have at least as much sig-
nificance for the privacy of patron data, these were 
not considered in scope for this project and may be 
addressed in a later phase of work.

The automated scripts were developed by the 
author in the Perl programming language. These 
scripts initiate a request of the primary URL recorded 
for each selected library and test for a variety of techni-
cal characteristics related to privacy and security. The 
primary script can be run manually on demand and is 
also scheduled for automated execution monthly.

A reporting tool was developed to display the 
aggregate characteristics for each of the core selec-
tion groups. This tool includes a visualization of the 
portions of HTTP and HTTPS implemented across 
the libraries, any error codes recorded in crawling 
the sites, and the numbers of libraries where specific 
tracking agents were detected. Another reporting tool 
was created to display the security and privacy char-
acteristics of each library, which can be viewed from 
each directory entry in Libraries.org.

Data Sources

The Libraries.org directory is a component of Library 
Technology Guides, a website maintained by the 
author that includes a variety of data repositories 
developed through a custom-built content manage-
ment system. Data is managed through an implemen-
tation of the open source MySQL relational database. 
The content management system, controlling the pre-
sentation, entry, and editing of records, was written in 
Perl. Custom scripts developed in Perl enable the cre-
ation of specialized reports and visualizations related 
to any of the underlying data.

Libraries.org directory
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries

Chapter 3

http://alatechsource.org
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries
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Library Technology Guides
https://librarytechnology.org

The Libraries.org directory includes a table that 
aggregates many different characteristics. The direc-
tory includes libraries from all countries, with over 
185,000 total entries. Coverage across countries is 
uneven, with those in the United States having the 
most comprehensive and accurate data. The database 
includes 4,081 entries for academic libraries in the 
United States and 17,308 for US public libraries.

Although the Libraries.org directory includes data 
from all global regions, currently only the data for US 
public and academic libraries can be considered suf-
ficiently complete and accurate for this type of study. 
Work is underway to improve data representing other 
counties to enable expansion of the study.

Data Structure

The table includes many different columns that describe 
the organizational structure, locational and demo-
graphic details, technology products implemented, sta-
tistics, and other categories. Some of the relevant col-
umns for this study include

• LibraryName: the name of the library.
• Institution: the parent institution of the library.
• LibraryWeb: the URL for the library’s main 

website.
• LinkResponseCode: the HTTP status code 

returned by the site.
• LinkCheckDate: the date when the site was last 

checked.
• SecurityPrivacy: a text field containing multiple 

name/value pairs relating to privacy and secu-
rity. The multiple values structured into this field 
enable flexibility in what data is collected without 
having to add new columns to the main table.

 ❍ CheckDate: the date the last automated check 
was performed.

 ❍ Protocol: HTTP or HTTPS.
 ❍ Redirect: detected behavior regarding redi-
rection from HTTP to HTTPS.

 ❍ PageRetrievalStatus: whether the automated 
process was able to capture the content of the 
web page.

 ❍ GoogleAnalytics: whether Google Analytics 
was detected.

 ❍ Google Analytics Anonymize: Is the setting 
enabled to anonymize Google Analytics data?

 ❍ Google Custom Search: Is Google Custom 
Search implemented?

 ❍ Google Tag Manager: Is the Google Tag Man-
ager implemented?

 ❍ DoubleClick: Tracking tag detected for Double 
Click?

 ❍ NewRelic: Is the New Relic performance moni-
tor enabled?

 ❍ CrazyEgg: Is the Crazy Egg performance moni-
tor enabled?

 ❍ Facebook Custom Audience: Is the Pixel code 
for Facebook custom audience enabled?

 ❍ Facebook Connect: Is Facebook Connect 
enabled?

 ❍ AddToAny: Detection of the AddToAny shar-
ing widget?

 ❍ ShareThis: Detection of the ShareThis sharing 
widget?

 ❍ Inspectlet: Is the Inspectlet user behavior 
monitoring tool implemented?

 ❍ TwitterAds: Tracking tag detected for Twitter 
Ads?

Initial Data Collection and Cleanup

The ability to study the technical characteristics of 
library websites depends on maintaining accurate 
representations of their URLs. The links of library 
websites have been an element that has been main-
tained since the Libraries.org directory was created in 
1995. When I started to prepare for the current study 
in 2016, the completeness and quality of these links 
were inconsistent. In order to assess the proportions 
of libraries using HTTPS, having a clean and com-
prehensive representation of the website URLs was 
essential.

A project to systematically update library website 
URLs for directory entries for all the public and aca-
demic libraries in the United States was accomplished 
in July 2017 with the assistance of J. J. Lamanna, 
Claire Schmieder, and other volunteers. This cleanup 
project involved finding valid URLs for sites where 
the URL was reported as broken through automated 
link checking and identifying working URLs for sites 
where they had not been previously recorded. Many 
libraries continue not to have websites; these libraries 
were also verified.

A relatively small percentage of these websites 
return HTTP error codes of 500. Most of these sites 
display through a web browser but may not respond to 
the testing performed through the automated script.

This work resulted in a set of records of sufficient 
quality to serve as the basis of the analysis of the web-
sites of these libraries. The data set includes

• 17,308 public libraries, 16,263 of which have 
valid URLs recorded

• 4,081 academic libraries, 3,935 of which have 
valid URLs recorded

http://alatechsource.org
https://librarytechnology.org
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Automated Link Checking

Given the number of libraries of interest to this study, 
manual inspection of each site would not be feasible. 
Instead, automated tools were developed to probe 
each site and to collect specific characteristics. The 
Perl script used to validate links has been enhanced 
over time to include additional tests for redirection 
and for screening for tracking agents by searching the 
contents of the web page for specific text strings.

Manual Spot Checking

The data produced through the automated procedures 
was checked manually for smaller sample groups. This 
manual inspection was used to refine the scripts and 
to help identify text strings able to serve as reliable 
signatures of tracking agents. Manual testing included 
verifying whether HTTP or HTTPS was implemented 
through loading the page in a browser and whether 
expected redirection was implemented. The Google 
Chrome Developer Tools were used to investigate errors 
on websites. The Ghostery Chrome browser extension 
was used to verify the presence of tracking agents.

The methodology based on the inspection of the 
source coding used can easily underreport the track-
ing agents that may be employed by a site. The auto-
mated script checks only the top-level page and does 
not load any of the internal links that may activate 
tracking or advertising agents.

A browser-based utility, such as Ghostery, uses 
a much more sophisticated method for detecting 
tracking or advertising agents. Ghostery has a com-
plete library of signatures for all known agents and 
processes each file linked within the page. Figure 
3.1 illustrates Ghostery’s ability to identify tracking 
agents on a website.

The less sophisticated method used for this study 
means that some sites that invoke tracking agents will 
not be counted or reported. Additional programming 
would be required to enhance the script used for this 
study to detect all cases of tracking agents.

Website Validation Script

A website validation script was developed to deter-
mine specific technical details that relate to the pri-
vacy and security issues discussed earlier in this 
report. The script is executed periodically to capture 
the current state of practice in these areas. The figures 
presented in this report represent data current as of 
July 2019 and will be continually updated and made 
available on Library Technology Guides.

Updated figures
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/report

The initial phase of the script sets the scope of the 
libraries to be analyzed. An SQL query is accordingly 
formed and run to collect the unique Record Identifiers 
for each directory entry in the group of interest. These 
interest groups include two smaller selections—mem-
bers of the Association of Research Libraries and the 
Urban Library Council—and the two larger selections 
of all public libraries and all academic libraries in the 
United States. The script can also process individual 
entries. These record keys are pushed into an array 
used by the main control loop of the program.

Once the array has been populated, the script per-
forms tests on each of the library records. The pro-
cessing is performed in three phases.

Phase I

BASIC LINK CHECKING

Using the LWP::UserAgent and HTTP::Request 
Perl libraries, the script (figure 3.2) issues a request 
to the recorded URL held in the LibraryLink field and 
places the response code into a variable ($Respon-
seCode). If the page request is successful and the 
server also returns a redirected URL, it is recorded. 
This is the expected behavior if the URL has been 
permanently changed to a new link. The script also 
detects whether the redirection involves an upgrade 

Figure 3.1. Example of Ghostery’s ability to identify 
tracking agents

http://alatechsource.org
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/report
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from an HTTP to an HTTPS link.
The detected information is then saved into the 

database record. If the Response Code is 200 with no 
redirection, the script has an option not to update the 
record. Any other response codes are recorded into 
the LinkResponseCode field and the current date is 
placed in LinkCheckDate. Redirected URLs are placed 
into LibraryWeb and the LinkResponseCode of 200.

LIMITATIONS

The basic test performed by this script for the correct 
deployment of HTTPS has some limitations. Though it 
accurately determines whether the page is transmit-
ted with HTTPS, it does not check for important 
conditions that would be reported by a browser, 
such as whether the page has been encrypted 
with a valid digital certificate. It also does not 
check to ensure that the page does not contain 
any unencrypted content or links. Even though 
a page may be recorded as using HTTPS, it may 
not meet the expectations for privacy though the 
inclusion of mixed content, as shown in figure 
3.3, where the site loads images through nonen-
crypted links.

Phase II

The second phase of the script (figure 3.4) 
assesses how each website handles redirection. 
If a site that has been configured to use HTTPS is 
accessed with a URL using the HTTP protocol, it 
should ideally automatically redirect to HTTPS. 
This redirection ensures encryption of transmis-
sion even if the user enters from an older link or 
types in HTTP instead of HTTPS and is classified 
by the script as Valid. If the site supports HTTPS 
but does not automatically redirect to HTTPS, it 
is classified as Passive. Some sites may 
redirect from HTTPS to HTTP, even 
when HTTPS is available. This behav-
ior, possibly implemented during a test-
ing or transition phase, is categorized 
by the script as Invalid. Sites that do 
not support HTTPS at all are classified 
as Unsupported. If this phase results in 
identifying a reliable URL not found in 
the first phase, it is saved into the record 
in the LibraryWeb field with a 200 Link-
StatusCode and current LinkCheckDate.

Phase III

The final phase of the script (figure 
3.5) works with the content of the page 
retrieved from the website. It follows a 
simple approach of testing for strings 

that can be identified as reliable signatures for spe-
cific items of interest, such as page tags for analytics 
or trackers for advertising networks, social networks, 
or e-commerce entities.

The search patterns identify selected tracking 
agents of interest. The text strings used to identify 
each tracker were initially identified through direct 
access to websites via the Chrome browser and the 
Ghostery extension. These strings are not necessarily 
authoritative, but are strong indicators of the tracking 
agent in question. Further work is needed to develop 
more authoritative signatures for each tracking agent. 
In the interim, the indicators should be considered an 
initial screening that needs to be reviewed manually 

Figure 3.2
Script used for phase I

Figure 3.3. Example of mixed HTTP and HTTPS content

http://alatechsource.org
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using Ghostery or other browser plug-ins.
One weakness of the current script is that it 

is based only on the HTML source of the main 
page of the library website. It does not check 
other files that may be loaded from this page, 
which results in an underreporting of some 
tracking agents. Some false positives can also 
take place when the string used as the signature 
for a given tracking agent may be used for other 
purposes.

Findings: The Current State  
of Practice

The study demonstrates that the library commu-
nity has made rapid progress in the implemen-
tation of technologies on their websites needed 
to provide a reasonable degree of privacy for 
patron information-seeking activities. In the 
period from April 2018 through July 2019, there 
has been a dramatic improvement from less than 
10 percent of academic library websites using 
HTTPS to 92.1 percent. Public libraries have 
also seen dramatic improvement, though their 
current implementation stands at 81.7 percent. 
Tables 3.1 and 3.2 show the changes in percent-
ages for these libraries since April 2018.

Summaries by Category

Another set of reports and graphs shows addi-
tional details regarding the relevant technical 
characteristics across each of the interest groups 
(figures 3.6–3.12 and tables 3.4–3.12). A basic 
pie chart (figure 3.6) shows the proportions of 
libraries still using unencrypted HTTP trans-
mission for their main websites. Although the 
percentages are dramatically better than those 
from the beginning of the study, it also shows 

Figure 3.4. Script for phase II

Table 3.2. Implementation of HTTPS by public libraries in the United States

Date Total HTTP count HTTP percent HTTPS count HTTPS percent
Apr 2018 17,286 14,539 89.6 1,688 10.4

Dec 2018 19,728 11,717 72.1 4,539 27.9

Mar 2019 16,921 7,852 51.8 8,439 51.8

Jul 2019 16,284 2,818 18.3 12,546 81.7

Table 3.1. Implementation of HTTPS by academic libraries in the United States

Date Total HTTP count HTTP percent HTTPS count HTTPS percent
Apr 2018 3,960 3,569 90.1 391 9.9

Dec 2018 3,967 2,244 56.6 1,723 43.4

Mar 2019 3,954 1,370 34.6 2,584 65.4

Jul 2019 3,937 310 7.9 3,612 92.1

http://alatechsource.org
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that there are substantial numbers of libraries 
that are not offering basic privacy protection, 
long past the date in which browsers began flag-
ging these sites as unsecure. It will be impor-
tant to continue monitoring these figures to see 
if these remaining libraries are able make these 
needed improvements.

Table 3.3 describes the numbers and percent-
age of libraries that have implemented redirec-
tion in ways needed to ensure private communi-
cations. Although over 90 percent of academic 
libraries now support HTTPS, only 63 percent 
require it for all sessions. Almost 30 percent of 
these libraries do not implement redirection on 
their websites, so users are able to access the 
site with unsecured HTTP. A small number of 
sites redirect from HTTPS to HTTP, presumably 
as an interim state as encrypted configurations 
are implemented.

The findings regarding the proportion of 
libraries using some sort of tracking agent on 
their websites elicits more concern regarding 
protections in place for privacy. The implemen-
tation of Google Analytics on library websites is 
almost ubiquitous. A relatively small proportion 
use the outdated Classic tracking code, which 
was superseded by Universal analytics in 2012. 
The total number of sites using Google Analyt-
ics cannot be determined automatically from 
the testing script. As noted earlier, when Google 
Analytics has been deployed using Google Tag 
Manager, it is not apparent other than to the 
site owner what tags have been deployed. It is 
highly likely that those using Google Tag Man-
ager are also using Google Analytics. We can 
carry this inference into our observations. Based 
on these assumptions, at least 3,219 out of 3,948 
academic libraries, or 81 percent, use Google 
Analytics. Among public libraries, 10,568 out 
of 15,865, or 67 percent, have implemented 
Google Analytics. The numbers of libraries 
using Google Analytics that have implemented 
anonymization of IP addresses appears quite 
low, with only 335 academics and 1,386 public 
libraries taking advantage of this feature.

The screening for tracking agents related to 
advertising and social networks reveals substan-
tial numbers of libraries enabling these connec-
tions. The most commonly implemented of this 
type of tracking agent is for Facebook Connect, 
detected in the websites of 666 academic and 
2,102 public libraries. Facebook Custom Audi-
ences, a more intrusive tracking agent, was 
detected in 486 academic library websites and 
in 690 public library sites.

A small percentage of library websites 
include tracking tags for advertising networks, 

Figure 3.5. Script for phase III

http://alatechsource.org
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such as Google DoubleClick. This study includes only 
preliminary investigation regarding the involvement 
of libraries in the commercial advertising networks. 
Searching automatically for the signatures for the 
tracking tags used so far has not been reliable, with 
both false positives and false negatives when verified 
through Ghostery.

In addition to the broad groupings of public and 
academic libraries, this study also selected two smaller 
groups. The members of the Association of Research 
Libraries represent the top tier of academic libraries. 

The Urban Library Council is comprised of public 
libraries serving larger urban populations. Both of 
these groups are more likely to have the financial 
resources and the technical awareness to implement 
the strongest measures for patron privacy and security.

The two elite groups of libraries show much higher 
implementation of technologies to protect privacy 
than the broader populations. All but 2 ARL members 

Figure 3.6. Percentage of academic library websites in the 
United States using HTTPS

Figure 3.7. Public libraries in the United States: the 
percentage of 15,455 library sites using HTTPS

Figure 3.8. Percentage of the 125 Association of Research 
Libraries websites using HTTPS

Table 3.3. Number and percent of academic libraries’ websites in the United States that support HTTPS

Status Count Percent
Valid (supports HTTPS) 2,512 63.95

Passive (supports HTTPS, but doesn’t automatically redirect to HTTPS) 1,109 28.23

Invalid (may redirect from HTTPS to HTTP, even when HTTPS is available) 40 1.02

Unsupported (does not support HTTPS) 267 6.80

Total 3,928 100.00

Table 3.4. Number of academic library websites in the 
United States and third-party tracking

Status Count
Successful page retrieval 3,948

Failed page retrieval 2

Google Analytics Classic enabled 352

Google Analytics Universal enabled 1,630

Google Analytics Tag Manager enabled 520

Google Analytics not detected 1,448

Google Analytics total 3,219

Google Analytics anonymized 335

Google Analytics not anonymized 2,167

Google Tag Manager enabled 1,766

DoubleClick enabled 247

Facebook Custom Audiences enabled 486

Facebook Connect enabled 666

Inspectlet enabled 5

http://alatechsource.org
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implement HTTPS, though 21 out of the 178 in the 
ULC group, or 11.8 percent, continue to not provide 
HTTPS encryption. Tables 3.9 and 3.11 provide the 
details of each of these groups of libraries.

The data collected for each library in the study 
group is also presented through individual Privacy 
and Security Report Cards, an example of which is 
seen in figure 3.10. These report cards aim to provide 
a quick overview of how well each library has imple-
mented technologies to protect patron privacy. Imple-
mentation of encryption and correct redirection are 
given green checkmark icons (shown in dark gray in 
figure 3.10); if the library still uses HTTP, a red X icon 
appears. Yellow checkmarks are provided when any of 
the tracking codes are detected (shown in light gray 
in figure 3.10). A red X is presented if Google Analyt-
ics has been implemented without the anonymization 
option. These report cards can be access through each 
library’s entry in Libraries.org.

Table 3.5. Number and percent of public libraries’ websites 
in the United States that support HTTPS

Status Count Percent
Valid (supports HTTPS) 8,460 52.58

Passive (supports HTTPS, but 
doesn’t automatically redirect to 
HTTPS)

4,324 26.87

Invalid (may redirect from HTTPS to 
HTTP, even when HTTPS is available)

335 2.08

Unsupported (does not support 
HTTPS)

2,972 18.47

Total 16,091 100.00

Table 3.7. HTTPS Status of ARL members’ websites

Status Count Percent
Valid (supports HTTPS) 101 80.80

Passive (supports HTTPS, but 
doesn’t automatically redirect to 
HTTPS)

22 17.60

Invalid (may redirect from HTTPS to 
HTTP, even when HTTPS is available)

1 0.80

Unsupported (does not support 
HTTPS)

1 0.80

Total 125 100.00

Table 3.6. Number of public libraries’ websites in the 
United States and third-party tracking

Status Count
Successful page retrieval 16,270

Failed page retrieval 22

Google Analytics Classic enabled 2,039

Google Analytics Universal enabled 7,739

Google Analytics anonymized 1,305

Google Analytics not anonymized 8,473

Google Tag Manager enabled 3,053

DoubleClick enabled 742

Facebook Custom Audiences enabled 690

Facebook Connect enabled 2,070

Inspectlet enabled 3

Table 3.8. ARL members and third-party tracking

Status Count
Successful page retrieval 124

Failed page retrieval 1

Google Analytics Classic enabled 11

Google Analytics Universal enabled 82

Google Analytics anonymized 25

Google Analytics not anonymized 68

Google Tag Manager enabled 42

DoubleClick enabled 1

Facebook Custom Audiences enabled 1

Facebook Connect enabled 1

Inspectlet enabled 0

Figure 3.9. Number and percentage of Urban Libraries 
Council’s websites using HTTPS (includes current and some 
former members)

http://alatechsource.org
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Table 3.9. This table, running multiple pages in its full form, shows findings from each ARL library’s website, including 
whether it follows HTTPS protocol, the status of its redirect from HTTP to HTTPS, and use of third-party tracking systems, 
including Google Analytics, GA Anonym, Google Tag Manager, Google Custom Search, DoubleClick, and Facebook 
Connect. The full data set can be downloaded from the Library Technology Guides website.

ARL Members

Institution Protocol Redirect
Google 

Analytics
GA 

Anonym

Google 
Tag 

Manager

Google 
Custom 
Search

Double 
Click

Facebook 
Connect

Arizona State University HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Auburn University HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Universite Laval HTTPS Valid Classic X — — — —

Boston, MA HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Brown University HTTPS Valid Classic X — — — —

Center for Research Libraries HTTPS Passive Universal X — — — —

Columbia University HTTPS Valid ? ? — — — —

Cornell University HTTPS Valid ? ? — — — —

North Carolina State Univer-
sity

HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Dartmouth College HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

University of Southern  
California

HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ ✓ — — —

University of Nebraska— 
Lincoln

HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Duke University HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Oklahoma State University HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

New York University HTTPS Passive Universal X ✓ — — —

Emory University HTTPS Passive Universal X — — — —

Rice University HTTPS Passive Universal X — — — —

University of Florida HTTPS Valid Classic X — — — —

Georgia Institute of Technol-
ogy

HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

Brigham Young University HTTPS Valid ? ? — — — —

Harvard University HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

University of Notre Dame HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

University of Connecticut HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Howard University HTTPS Passive ? ? — — — —

Tulane University HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

Indiana University HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

Iowa State University HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

Case Western Reserve  
University

HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

Kent State University HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

University of Cincinnati HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

Georgetown University HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ ✓ — — —

United States—Library of 
Congress

HTTPS Valid ? ? — — — —

Louisiana State University HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

University of Utah HTTPS Passive Universal X — — — —

McGill University HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

University of Guelph HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

McMaster University HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

George Washington University HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Michigan State University HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

Johns Hopkins University HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology

HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

http://alatechsource.org
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=25
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=4
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1198
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=6
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=10
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=144
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=934
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=54542
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2153
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2153
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=256
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=671
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=671
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=244
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=244
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1063
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2299
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2298
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=683
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=761
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2229
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=685
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=685
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=8
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2290
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2245
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=20
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=943
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1022
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1992
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=946
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=18
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=18
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=358
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=385
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=493
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2263
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2263
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=952
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2143
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=954
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1352
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=955
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2384
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=956
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=947
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=3356
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=3356
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ARL Members (continued)
Institution Protocol Redirect Google 

Analytics
GA 

Anonym
Google 

Tag 
Manager

Google 
Custom 
Search

Double 
Click

Facebook 
Connect

Colorado State University HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Southern Illinois University HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

Boston University HTTPS Passive Classic X — — — —

United States—National  
Agricultural Library

HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

National Archives and Records 
Administration

HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

United States—National  
Library of Medicine

HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

New York, NY HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

New York HTTP Unsup-
ported

Universal X — — — —

Northwestern University HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Ohio State University HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

Ohio University HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

University of Miami HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

University of Pennsylvania HTTPS Passive ? ? ✓ — — —

Pennsylvania State University HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

Princeton University HTTPS Passive Universal ✓ — — — —

Purdue University HTTPS Valid Classic X — — — —

Queen’s University HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

University of Rochester HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

Rutgers University HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

Simon Fraser University HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

Smithsonian Institution HTTPS Valid Universal X — — ✓ —

Texas A&M University HTTPS Passive ? ? ✓ — — —

Florida State University HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — ✓
Syracuse University HTTPS Valid Classic X — — — —

Temple University HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Texas Tech University HTTPS Passive Universal X — — — —

Boston College HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

University of California—Davis HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

University of California— 
Riverside

HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

University of California— 
San Diego

HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

University of California— 
Santa Barbara

HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

University of California— 
Irvine

HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

University of California— 
Los Angeles (UCLA)

HTTPS Valid Classic X ✓ — — —

University of Massachusetts—
Amherst

HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

University of North Carolina—
Chapel Hill

HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

University at Albany HTTPS Passive ? ? — — — —

University at Buffalo HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

Stony Brook University HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

University of Alabama HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

University of Alberta HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

University of Arizona HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

http://alatechsource.org
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=107
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2303
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=5
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2296
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2296
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=61957
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=61957
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2297
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2297
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1656
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=859
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=959
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=372
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=373
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=132
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1305
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2164
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2168
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2169
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2301
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1314
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=891
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=555
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2302
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2088
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=939
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1336
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2307
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1172
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=928
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=12
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=14
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=14
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=15
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=15
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=16
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=16
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=9195
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=9195
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=13
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=13
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=13178
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=13178
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1181
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1181
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2304
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2305
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2306
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=7
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=621
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ARL Members (continued)
Institution Protocol Redirect Google 

Analytics
GA 

Anonym
Google 

Tag 
Manager

Google 
Custom 
Search

Double 
Click

Facebook 
Connect

University of British Columbia HTTPS Passive Universal X — ✓ — —

University of Calgary HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

University of California—
Berkeley

HTTP Invalid ? ? ✓ — — —

University of Chicago HTTPS Valid ? ? — — — —

University of Colorado— 
Boulder

HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ ✓ — — —

University of Delaware HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

University of Georgia HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

University of Hawaii—Manoa HTTPS Passive Universal X — — — —

University of Houston HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

University of Illinois—Chicago HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

University of Illinois— 
Urbana-Champaign

HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

University of Iowa HTTPS Passive Classic X — — — —

University of Kansas HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

University of Kentucky HTTPS Passive Classic X ✓ ✓ — —

University of Louisville HTTPS Passive Universal X — — — —

University of Manitoba HTTPS Passive Classic X — — — —

University of Michigan HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

University of Minnesota—
Twin Cities

HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

University of Missouri— 
Columbia

HTTPS Passive Universal X — — — —

University of Oklahoma HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

University of Oregon HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

University of Ottawa HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

University of Pittsburgh HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

University of Saskatchewan HTTPS Valid Universal X — ✓ — —

University of South Carolina HTTPS Valid Classic X ✓ — — —

University of Tennessee—
Knoxville

HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

University of Texas—Austin HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

University of Toronto HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

University of Virginia HTTPS Valid ? ? — — — —

University of Washington HTTPS Passive ? ? — — — —

University of Waterloo HTTPS Passive Universal X ✓ — — —

University of Western Ontario HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

University of Wisconsin—
Madison

HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

University of Maryland HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

University of New Mexico HTTPS Valid ? ? — ✓ — —

Vanderbilt University HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

Virginia Commonwealth  
University

HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Virginia Tech HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

Washington State University HTTPS Passive Universal X — — — —

Washington University in  
Saint Louis

HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Wayne State University HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Yale University HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

York University HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

http://alatechsource.org
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=9
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=785
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=11
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=11
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2227
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=19
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=19
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2289
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2230
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1015
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=465
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2291
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1178
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1178
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1044
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2292
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2293
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2238
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1179
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2089
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1024
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1024
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2295
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2295
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2246
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=407
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=3970
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2300
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=622
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2250
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1088
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=829
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=505
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1354
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=558
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2090
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2090
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1016
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=271
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2482
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2482
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2309
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=507
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=636
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=636
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2281
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2280
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=886
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Table 3.10. HTTPS Status of Urban Libraries Council’s websites (includes current and some former members)

Status Count Percent
Valid (supports HTTPS) 123 69.10

Passive (supports HTTPS, but doesn’t automatically redirect to HTTPS) 34 19.10

Invalid (may redirect from HTTPS to HTTP, even when HTTPS is available) 4 2.25

Unsupported (does not support HTTPS) 17 9.55

Total 178 100.00

Table 3.11. Urban Libraries Council’s websites and third-party tracking (includes current and some formal members)

Status Count
Successful page retrieval 178

Failed page retrieval 0

Google Analytics Classic enabled 23

Google Analytics Universal enabled 127

Google Analytics anonymized 27

Google Analytics not anonymized 123

Google Tag Manager enabled 73

DoubleClick enabled 6

Facebook Custom Audiences enabled 21

Facebook Connect enabled 29

Inspectlet enabled 0

Figure 3.10. Sample Privacy and Security Report Card: Nashville Public Library

Category Value Explanation
Site Website link: https://library.nashville.org/ 

Nashville and Davidson County, TN; Nashville Public Library

Protocol [https] This site uses the https protocol which ensures that the information is encrypted be-
tween the web browser and the server transmitting the page. Encryption provides a 
private connection in which the content cannot be viewed by any third party able to 
capture network traffic.

Redirection This site always uses encryption. If a link refers to an non-encrypted version of a page, it 
will automatically be redirected to safely encrypted version.

Google Analytics This site uses Google Analytics, service offered by Google for recording and analyzing use. 
This service enables Google to know each page a user might access from this site. This or-
ganization has implemented Google Analytics using the Universal Analytics method.

Google Analytics Anonymized Google Analytics has been implemented and uses the correct configuration to instruct 
Google to anonymize data from this site.

Google Tag Manager Google Tag Manager has been enabled on this site. This infers the use of Google Analyt-
ics as well as other applications that may track users.

Google Custom Search Google Custom Search was not detected on this site.

Google DoubleClick Google DoubleClick was not detected on this site.

Facebook Custom Audience Facebook Custom Audiences was not detected on this site.

Facebook Connect Facebook Connect was not detected on this site.

Inspectlet Inspectlet was not detected on this site.

AddToAny Add to Any was not detected on this site.

ShareThis ShareThis was not detected on this site.

NewRelic The New Relic performance monitoring service has been enabled on this site.

Crazy Egg The CrazyEgg website optimization service has been enabled on this site.

Details: This page was last checked on 2019-07-03.

http://alatechsource.org
https://library.nashville.org/
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Table 3.12. This table, running multiple pages in its full form, shows findings from each ULC library’s website, including 
whether it follows HTTPS protocol, the status of its redirect from HTTP to HTTPS, and use of third-party tracking systems, 
including Google Analytics, GA Anonym, Google Tag Manager, Google Custom Search, Double Click, and Facebook 
Connect. The full data set can be downloaded from the Library Technology Guides website.

ULC Members

Institution Protocol Redirect
Google 

Analytics
GA 

Anonym

Google 
Tag 

Manager

Google 
Custom 
Search

Double 
Click

Facebook 
Connect

Akron-Summit County Public 
Library

HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Alameda County Library HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Albany Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — ✓
Albuquerque Bernalillo Coun-
ty Library System

HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Alexandria Library HTTPS Passive Universal X — — — —

Allen County Public Library HTTP Unsup-
ported

Universal X — — — —

Anchorage Public Library HTTP Unsup-
ported

Universal X ✓ — — —

Anne Arundel County Public 
Library

HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

Anythink Wright Farms HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

Arapahoe Library District HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — ✓
Arlington County Public  
Library

HTTPS Valid ? ? — — — —

Arlington Heights Memorial 
Library

HTTP Invalid Classic X — — — —

Atlanta-Fulton Public Library HTTP Unsup-
ported

Classic X — — — —

Aurora Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Baltimore County Public  
Library

HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Birmingham Public Library HTTP Unsup-
ported

Classic X — — — —

Boston Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Bridgeport Public Library HTTPS Valid Classic X — — — ✓
Brooklyn Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ ✓ — — —

Broward County Library HTTPS Passive ? ? — — — —

Buffalo and Erie County Public 
Library

HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

Calgary Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — ✓
Camden County Library  
System

HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

Carlsbad City Library HTTPS Passive Universal X — — — —

Carmel Clay Public Library HTTPS Valid Classic X — — — —

Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

Carroll County Public Library HTTPS Valid Classic X — — — —

Central Library of Rochester 
and Monroe County

HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Cesar Chavez Central Library HTTP Unsup-
ported

Classic X — — — —

Charlotte Mecklenburg Library HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

Chattahoochee Valley  
Libraries

HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Chattanooga Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Chesterfield County Public 
Library

HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

http://alatechsource.org
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=7035
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=7035
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=33
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=4561
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=4604
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=4604
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=4156
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2739
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1163
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1048
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1048
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1364
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=105
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2322
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2322
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=142
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=142
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=3237
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=3461
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=996
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=996
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=23
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=6
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1396
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2828
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=3944
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=4252
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=4252
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1358
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1106
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1106
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=14875
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=3255
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=13671
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1411
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1008
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1008
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1167
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1419
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=7036
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=7036
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=4002
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2853
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2853
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ULC Members (continued)
Institution Protocol Redirect Google 

Analytics
GA 

Anonym
Google 

Tag 
Manager

Google 
Custom 
Search

Double 
Click

Facebook 
Connect

Chicago Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — ✓
Cleveland Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Cobb County Public Library HTTPS Passive ? ? — — — —

Columbus Metropolitan  
Library

HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

Contra Costa County Public 
Library

HTTPS Passive Classic X — — — —

County of Los Angeles Public 
Library

HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Cuyahoga County Public 
Library

HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

Dallas Public Library HTTPS Passive Classic X — — — —

Davenport Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Dayton Metro Library HTTPS Passive Universal X — — — —

DeKalb County Public Library HTTPS Passive Universal X — — — —

Denver Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

Des Moines Public Library HTTPS Passive Universal X — — — ✓
Detroit Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

District of Columbia Public 
Library

HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — ✓

Durham County Library HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

East Baton Rouge Parish  
Library

HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

East Cleveland Public Library HTTPS Passive Universal ✓ — — — —

Eastern Oklahoma District  
Library System

HTTPS Passive ? ? — — — —

Edmonton Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — ✓
El Paso Public Library HTTPS Passive Universal X — — — —

Elizabeth Free Public Library HTTP Unsup-
ported

? ? — — — —

Enoch Pratt Free Library HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Evansville Vanderburgh Public 
Library

HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Forsyth County Public Library HTTPS Passive Classic X — — — —

Fort Vancouver Regional  
Library

HTTPS Passive Universal ✓ — — — —

Fort Worth Public Library HTTP Unsup-
ported

Universal X ✓ — — —

Free Library of Philadelphia HTTPS Passive Universal X — — ✓ —

Fresno County Public Library HTTP Unsup-
ported

Classic X — — — ✓

Frisco Public Library HTTPS Passive Universal ✓ — — — —

Gary Public Library HTTPS Passive ? ? — — — —

Grand Rapids Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Greensboro Library System HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Gwinnett County Public  
Library

HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Hamilton Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

Harris County Public Library HTTP Unsup-
ported

Universal X — — ✓ —

Hartford Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Hayward Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

http://alatechsource.org
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1424
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1056
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=4347
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=3278
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=3278
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=3487
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=3487
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=3491
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=3491
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1059
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1059
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1060
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=7037
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1118
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=9249
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2874
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2428
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2377
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=4467
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=4467
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1466
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=4460
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=4460
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=13954
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1470
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1470
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=6805
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=3526
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=6924
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=647
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2892
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2892
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=5508
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=3547
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=3547
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1504
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1068
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2901
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=10161
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=6927
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1523
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1525
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=5350
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=5350
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1353
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2921
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=119
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=4291
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ULC Members (continued)
Institution Protocol Redirect Google 

Analytics
GA 

Anonym
Google 

Tag 
Manager

Google 
Custom 
Search

Double 
Click

Facebook 
Connect

Hennepin County Public  
Library

HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Houston Public Library HTTPS Passive Universal ✓ — — — —

Howard County Library  
System

HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Indianapolis Public Library 
System

HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

Jacksonville Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ ✓ — — ✓
Jefferson County Public  
Library System

HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — ✓

Joel Valdez Main Library HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — ✓
Johnson County Library HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Kalamazoo Public Library HTTPS Valid ? ? — — — —

Kansas City Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Kent District Library HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ ✓ — — ✓
Kern County Library HTTPS Passive ? ? — — — —

King County Library System HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — ✓ ✓
Las Vegas-Clark County  
Library District

HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Lee County Library System HTTPS Passive Universal X ✓ — — —

LeRoy Collins Leon County 
Public Library

HTTPS Passive Universal X — — — —

Lexington Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Lincoln City Libraries HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Live Oak Public Libraries HTTPS Passive Universal X ✓ — — —

Long Beach Public Library HTTP Unsup-
ported

Universal X — — — —

Los Angeles Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Loudoun County Public Library HTTPS Valid Classic X — — — —

Louisville Free Public Library—
Main

HTTP Unsup-
ported

? ? — — — —

Madison Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

Marin County Free Library HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Memphis Public Library and 
Information Center

HTTPS Passive Universal X — — — —

Mesa Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Miami-Dade Public Library 
System

HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Mid-Continent Consolidated 
Library District

HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

Milwaukee Public Library—
Central Library

HTTPS Passive Universal X — — ✓ ✓

Montgomery County Public 
Libraries

HTTPS Valid ? ? — — — —

Multnomah County Library HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Nashville Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ ✓ — — —

New Haven Free Public Library HTTPS Passive Classic X — — — —

New Orleans Public Library HTTPS Passive Universal X — — — —

New York Public Library HTTPS Valid ? ? — — — —

Newark Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Newport Beach Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Newport News Public Library HTTPS Passive Universal X ✓ — — —

Oakland Public Library HTTPS Passive Classic X ✓ — — —

http://alatechsource.org
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=3599
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=3599
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2933
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1544
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1544
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2934
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2934
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1071
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=109
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=109
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=623
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=7039
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=6929
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1072
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=7332
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=3657
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1573
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2953
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2953
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1587
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2958
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2958
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1146
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1592
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=842
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2401
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1005
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1602
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=4364
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=4364
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2970
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=4039
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1076
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1076
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1621
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2983
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=2983
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=20137
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=20137
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=7040
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=7040
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1009
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1009
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1641
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=455
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=7041
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1655
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=4589
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1657
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1659
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=5102
https://librarytechnology.org/libraries/security/?LibID=1669
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ULC Members (continued)
Institution Protocol Redirect Google 

Analytics
GA 

Anonym
Google 

Tag 
Manager

Google 
Custom 
Search

Double 
Click

Facebook 
Connect

Ocean County Library HTTP Unsup-
ported

Universal ✓ — — — —

Oklahoma City Metropolitan 
Library System

HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Omaha Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — ✓
Orange County Library System HTTPS Valid Universal X — — ✓ ✓
Ottawa Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

Palm Beach County Library 
System

HTTP Unsup-
ported

Universal X — — — —

Palo Alto City Library HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Pasadena Public Library HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

Phoenix Public Library HTTPS Passive Universal X — — — —

Pierce County Library System HTTPS Valid Classic X — — — —

Pikes Peak Library District HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — ✓
Pioneer Library System HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Portland Public Library HTTPS Valid Classic X — — — —

Poudre River Public Library 
District

HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Prince George’s County  
Memorial Library System

HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Providence Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Public Libraries of Saginaw HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Public Library of Cincinnati 
and Hamilton County

HTTPS Valid Classic X — — — —

Public Library of Youngstown 
and Mahoning County

HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Pueblo City-County Library 
District

HTTP Unsup-
ported

Universal X — — — ✓

Queens Borough Public Li-
brary

HTTPS Passive Universal ✓ ✓ — — —

Redwood City Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Regina Central Library HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

Richland Library HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

Richmond Public Library HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

Rochester Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Sacramento Public Library HTTPS Valid Classic X ✓ — — —

Saint Joseph County Public 
Library

HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Saint Louis County Library HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

Saint Louis Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Saint Paul Public Library HTTPS Passive Universal X ✓ — — ✓
Salt Lake City Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Salt Lake County Library Sys-
tem

HTTPS Valid Classic X — — — —

San Antonio Public Library HTTPS Valid Classic X — — — ✓
San Diego County Library HTTP Invalid ? ? — — — —

San Diego Public Library HTTPS Valid ? ? — — — ✓
San Francisco Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

San Jose Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

San Luis Obispo City-County 
Library

HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

San Mateo County Library HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — ✓
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ULC Members (continued)
Institution Protocol Redirect Google 

Analytics
GA 

Anonym
Google 

Tag 
Manager

Google 
Custom 
Search

Double 
Click

Facebook 
Connect

Santa Clara County Library 
District

HTTPS Valid Classic ✓ — — — —

Santa Clara Public Library HTTP Invalid Universal X ✓ — — —

Santa Monica Public Library HTTPS Valid Classic X — — — —

Scottsdale Public Library 
System

HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

Seattle Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Skokie Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Sno-Isle Libraries HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Solano County Library HTTP Unsup-
ported

Universal X ✓ — — ✓

Somerville Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ — — — —

Springfield City Library HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Stark County District Library HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — — —

Sunnyvale Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Tacoma Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — ✓
Tampa-Hillsborough County 
Public Library

HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Toledo-Lucas County Public 
Library

HTTP Unsup-
ported

Universal X ✓ — — ✓

Topeka and Shawnee County 
Public Library

HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Toronto Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Torrance Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X ✓ — — —

Tulare County Public Library HTTPS Valid ? ? ✓ — ✓ ✓
Tulsa City-County Library HTTPS Valid Universal ✓ ✓ — — —

Tuscaloosa Public Library HTTPS Passive Universal X — — — ✓
Virginia Beach Public Library HTTPS Valid Universal X — — — —

Waco-McLennan County 
Library

HTTPS Valid ? ? — — — —

Wake County Public Libraries HTTP Invalid Classic X ✓ — — —

West Bloomfield Township 
Public Library

HTTPS Passive ? ? — — — —

Wichita Public Library HTTP Unsup-
ported

Universal X — — — ✓

Worcester Public Library HTTPS Passive ? ? — — — —
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Figure 3.11. Academic libraries in the United States using HTTPS. Figure shows 3,954 of the 4,081 academic library 
libraries.org entries in the United States. The remaining entries either have no website link recorded or no confirmed 
website. 

Figure 3.12. Public libraries in the United States using HTTPS. Figure shows 16,293 of the 17,310 public library libraries.org 
entries in the United States. The remaining entries either have no website link recorded or no confirmed website.

http://alatechsource.org
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Looking Forward

While this study shows important progress 
toward library websites configured to pro-
vide stronger protections for the privacy for 

those that use them, much room remains for improve-
ment. The deadline has already passed for secur-
ing web-based services, with browsers now flagging 
nonencrypted library websites as unsecure and not 
trustworthy. When considering other factors such as 
redirection to achieve mandatory HTTPS, the cur-
rent status is not as impressive. The widespread use 
of tracking agents, especially when available anony-
mization is not implemented, means even more con-
cern regarding privacy protections.

There will not be an easy or fast track in the 
deployment of properly secured HTTPS on the web-
sites of the remaining libraries still using unencrypted 
communication. Libraries have generally seen slow 
transitions away from obsolete technologies in favor 
of modern alternatives. Those remaining represent a 
long tail of libraries with very sparse resources that 
also have a low level of awareness about the technical 
issues involved. Given the current rate of transition, I 
would anticipate that the number of library websites 
that do no use HTTPS will be less than a few percent 
by the end of 2020.

Privacy by Design

In the future, privacy will need to be one of the key 
considerations in the design of library websites if they 
are to be consistent with library values and meet the 
strategic objectives of libraries. In the same way that 
library websites should be responsive, work with all 
types of devices, and meet requirements for persons 
with disabilities, they should also conform to require-
ments for privacy protection.

Strategies for Achieving Privacy-
Respecting Services

Several actions could be taken to accelerate the 
achievement of full compliance of privacy on library 
websites and related services:

• Those in leadership positions in libraries should 
be involved in this issue. It should not be up to 
the discretion of technologists. Administrators 
should rather hold technologists accountable to 
provide standard privacy protections in all sys-
tems deployed by the library.

• Professional bodies, such as the American Library 
Association, could further strengthen their guid-
ance for the encryption of all web-based services 
used by libraries to provide access to information.

• Organizations providing or distributing funding 
for the implementation of library websites should 
require that those resources support HTTPS-
only communications. I observe that many of the 
library websites without HTTPS encryption are 
funded through IMLS grants.

• Technology providers, including commercial and 
nonprofit, should ensure that their products are 
developed with the ability to operate with HTTPS-
only communications and that this configuration 
option is enabled except in the case of unusual 
circumstances where such a configuration would 
not be possible because of local dependencies. 
This requirement would be especially relevant to 
any content management systems used to man-
age library websites as well as online catalogs and 
discovery services.

• Libraries should stipulate requirements for secure 
communications on all technology-related ser-
vices they purchase. This requirement should 
apply to both browser-based interfaces and 
behind-the-scenes communications using stan-
dard protocols like SIP, NCIP, or Z39.50 as well 
as APIs.

Chapter 4

http://alatechsource.org
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Reducing the exposure of personal information 
of persons visiting websites due to the placement of 
tracking agents will be much more difficult to achieve. 
There appears to be limited awareness of privacy 
issues related to the tracking agents for analytics and 
for those related to social networks or the advertising 
ecosystem. Libraries are well motivated to move into 
the realm of big data and analytics to assess and refine 
their services. Libraries increasingly see personalized 
services and targeted marketing as ways to improve 
engagement with their community members and to 
combat the existential threats to funding and support.

Progress in mitigating the threats to privacy 
related to the use of tracking agents can be achieved 
through these measures:

• Self-auditing of websites and related 
resources: Libraries should at least be aware of 
the tracking agents present on their web-based 
services. Library personnel should use tools such 
as Ghostery to confirm which tracking agents 
have been installed. In many cases, these agents 
may have appeared on the library site inadver-
tently. Libraries often borrow scripts or widgets 
from other libraries or from commercial sources 
to achieve desired visual effects or functionality. 
These components may in turn invoke tracking 
agents. An audit of the tracking agents would 
inform a process to identify the specific code that 
invokes the agent and a review regarding which 
agents are viewed as tolerable within the library’s 
privacy policies and which should be eliminated.

• Comprehensive anonymization of tracking data: 
This study shows a low rate of IP anonymization in 
the configuration of Google Analytics. This report 
provides information that the anonymization con-
figuration of Google Analytics is more consistent 
with protecting the privacy of the individuals that 
use library-provided resources. Administrators and 
policy makers in the library community should 
make recommendations, if not mandates, that ano-
nymization of IP addresses be implemented on any 
service that involves tracking agents and transmis-
sion of user activity to a third party.

• Alternative privacy-respecting services: 
Libraries have a significant interest in promoting 
their services to their communities. As libraries 
work to implement marketing strategies, they 
should ensure that the technologies that support 
these efforts do not intrude on the privacy of their 
users in ways that may not be intended or that are 
inconsistent with stated policies. While it’s tempt-
ing to make use of tools and frameworks provided 
for free by the leading technology giants, librar-
ies must assess any compromises that these tools 
require relative to user privacy and pursue or 
develop alternatives when needed.

Ongoing Research and Analysis

This issue of Library Technology Reports describes 
the author’s ongoing project in the exploration of 
the trends and technologies related to the security 
and privacy of library websites and related systems. 
In this phase of the work, the study has expanded 
beyond a focus on the largest libraries, such as the 
members of the Association of Research Libraries and 
Urban Library Council, to the comprehensive sets of 
public and academic libraries in the United States. 
This expanded scope was made possible through the 
development of automated tools to identify pertinent 
characteristics. Identifying the proportion of libraries 
using HTTPS or those implementing tracking agents 
would not be feasible through methods based on man-
ual inspection.

The next phase of work in this area will include 
refinement of the automated tools to more definitively 
identify tracking agents and to expand the body of 
libraries studied to other countries. Additional work 
is also needed to analyze the technical interactions 
between tracking agents placed on library websites 
and the advertising ecosystem. A clearer under-
standing of how traces of online information-seeking 
behavior performed on library websites can leak into 
ad networks will help inform future recommendations 
on what tracking agents can be allowed relative to 
patron privacy concerns.

A complete transition to HTTPS-only communica-
tions on library websites can be considered as basic 
table stakes in the struggle to protect user privacy on 
library websites. Enforcing encryption provides pro-
tection against hypothetical intruders that might be 
interested in capturing the interactions of individu-
als with library-provided information services. In the 
realm of tracking agents, the adversaries are well 
known. The advertising-based web ecosystem seems 
to continually expand its appetite for personal infor-
mation. Libraries will need to be ever more vigilant in 
the future to ensure an impermeable firewall between 
their services and the surrounding ad-based commer-
cial infrastructure.
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